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al-Muqtadir and played an important part at His court. Now
at the very same time the Arab sources show us Aaron b.
Amram and his sons occupying a similar position. We should
therefore have expected to find in the Arab sources, that
have proved so rich in data on Aaron b. Amram, some
particulars about his contemporaries, the Xetira family.
However, the Arab sources accessible to-day do not mention
any Netira, and an ie IbnXetira " only in another connection.1
On the other hand, as has been shown, another Jewish
personality is constantly mentioned together with Aaron b,
Amram, namely Joseph b. Phineas. The latter also bore the
title of jahbadh, held the same privileged position at the court
of the Caliph al-Muqtadir, and helped, together with Aaron b.
Amram, to supply the Caliph's pecuniary needs. Might this
Joseph b. Phineas perhaps have had something to do with
the " Bne Xetira "? ?
This question can now be answered with the help of our
Jewish sources in an unequivocally affirmative fashion. For
these sources, which supplement the Arab ones on that very
point, likewise mention our Joseph b. Phineas as an important
and influential personality, and, moreover, furnish us with the
further information that he used his influence with the Caliph
on behalf of Babylonian Jewry, together ^eiih one Ne&ra :
the very same Xetira of whose activities I have already
spoken, and whose sons the " Bne Xetira " are mentioned
by Saadya. Furthermore, the Jewish sources state explicitly
the relationship that existed "between Joseph b. Phineas and
Netira. In the Hebrew report 2 of Xathan Hababli we hear
of XTtM *£rm Dre*£ p *CV " Joseph b. Phineas
1 The Sahl b. Nazlr. mentioned in Misk., 349 and 379, who acted as
jahbadA to the governor Baridi in Ahwaz (936), is perhaps identical with our
Sahl b. Netira of Baghdad. The Harkavy fragment tells us that Sahl b.
Xetira had in Fare a bazar or market that yielded form 2,000 dirhain a
day ; this might be taken as an indication of some connection between them.
It is not unlikely that after the Caliph al-Muqtadir's death business interests
led him to Ahwaz, where he became jahbadh to al-Baridi. The story of his
cruel death at the hand of al-Baridi is related in 3f i*£., 379.
* Xathan Hababli, ed. Xeubauer, ii, 78.

